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Local Inventory
Local Inventory continuously collects all relevant hardware and software data and transmits it 
to the central server at regular intervals. The best thing about this is that all that is required to 
implement the Local Inventory is a simple distribution to the relevant computers.

Description

In the world of software asset management (SAM), the focus 
is on the inventory of software and hardware. It is crucial to 
always be up to date with the latest information on licenses 
and patch statuses. In most scenarios, the inventory is usually 
initiated from a central server. All end devices must first be 
added to the inventory list so that the server can retrieve the 
necessary data. 

But what if there was a way to start the inventory directly 
from the end devices? This is exactly what our solution, the 
"Local Inventory", makes possible. This innovative technology 
makes it possible to initiate the inventory from any end device. 
The Local Inventory continuously collects all relevant 
hardware and software data and transmits it to the central 
server at regular intervals. The best thing about this is that all that is required to implement the 
Local Inventory is a simple distribution to the relevant computers. The inventory is then carried 
out automatically, transforming the traditional server pull into an efficient push process 
directly from the end devices. 

Labtagon's inventory solution offers you the opportunity to reliably and effectively inventory 
all end devices, including the associated software and licenses. We focus on the essentials 
and deliberately avoid superfluous features in order to offer you a lean yet powerful solution. 
In this way, you can ensure that your inventory processes run smoothly without being slowed 
down by unnecessary ballast. 

The advantages at a glance
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Zero Trust Inventory 
Enables the decentralized and continuous recording of device information, regardless 
of the network location.
Optimizing SAM 
Support of the SAM through reliable data collection and updating.
Automatisation 
Automatic data transfer: The collected information is automatically transmitted to the 
central server at regular intervals.
Easy to use 
The implementation of Local Inventory only requires the distribution of the tool on the 
relevant end devices.
No Overkill Solution
Lean design without unnecessary features for efficient inventory.

Important Informations
Minimum purchase: 600 Users.

Additional information

License metric Per User
Manufacturer Labtagon GmbH
Contract type Subscription
Product link https://marketplace.matrix42.com/product/local-inventory/
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